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Intrinsic Dev and myQ by Chamberlain Group
Announce Smart Home Integration Partnership
Northumberland, UK, January 16, 2024 – Today, Intrinsic Dev, a leading software provider to the custom
install industry, and global intelligent access leader, Chamberlain Group, announced a new partnership
that will provide integration solutions for smart home platforms, beginning with Control4. Chamberlain
Group’s myQ solution will join a portfolio boasting over 260 drivers (automated actions), spread across
85 leading global brands to date. With this partnership, myQ users have a new option for connecting into
their wider smart home systems and dealers will have a robust garage door opener integration for future
projects.

myQ turns any garage into a smart garage. More than 10 million people rely on the myQ app to control,
secure, monitor, and provide access to their garage, homes, and businesses – from anywhere.

“We’re beyond thrilled to announce this partnership. We’re well aware of the demand for official myQ
integrations in the custom install sector and we’re delighted Chamberlain Group has chosen to work with
us to deliver these solutions,” said Sam Breen, CTO of Intrinsic Dev. “It’s been great getting to know the
team at myQ, and we look forward to announcing the release of our first drivers together in the coming
months.”

“This new partnership will provide another integration for homeowners and dealers looking to expand
their smart home systems,” said Kiel Fitzgerald, Sr. Director & GM myQ Residential Partnerships at
Chamberlain Group. “We look forward to working with Intrinsic Dev to further our myQ offering within
the custom install industry.”

myQ integrations for Control4 and other pro smart home platforms will be released early this year.

About Intrinsic Dev
Intrinsic Dev develop, sell and support drivers to enable the integration of equipment. Founded and run
by people with first-hand knowledge of the Custom Install industry, Intrinsic Dev aims to provide
integration solutions and support that are cost effective, easy to deploy and reliable.

Intrinsic Dev understand the importance of reliability for both installers and brand reputations, as well as
end users. Intrinsic Dev therefore design their code solutions to work in harmony with control
processors, resulting in stable, reliable installations that function perfectly every time.

About Chamberlain Group
Chamberlain Group is a global leader in intelligent access and Blackstone portfolio company. Our
innovative products, combined with intuitive software solutions, comprise a myQ ecosystem that
delivers seamless, secure, access to people's homes and businesses. Our recognizable brands, including
LiftMaster®  and Chamberlain® , are found in 50+ million homes, and 10+ million people rely on our
myQ®  app daily to control and monitor their homes, communities and businesses, from anywhere. Our
patented vehicle-to-home connectivity solution, myQ Connected Garage, is available in millions of
vehicles from the leading automakers.

Follow Chamberlain Group on LinkedIn and Instagram.

Intrinsic Dev and Intrinsic Connected
Logos: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vp94eyo3euigos6/AAC9SkH2wXQszVdm7ksblchaa?dl=0
myQ logos: https://newsroom.myq.com/media-resources

For enquires about this press release:
Email: ceri.howard@intrinsicgrouplimited.com

Intrinsic Dev is an Intrinsic Group Limited company
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